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Thank you for your interest in the Catholic STEM 
competition! We are excited to host this event, and look 
forward to the unique projects that will be presented. In order to 
help you better prepare, please review this packet. It contains the 
answers to commonly asked questions.

Why a Catholic STEM competition? To provide an 
opportunity for our Catholic school students to showcase their 
advancements in the areas of science, technology, engineering 
and math.  

There is the mistaken perception that the Catholic Church and 
science are at odds.  In fact, the Catholic Church has a long 
history of supporting the sciences, and many pioneers in the field 
have been Catholic.  While scientific progress is meant to improve 
our lives, it really draws us closer to the Creator.  Through science 
we learn to appreciate God’s creation and through faith we learn 
to respect His creation. 

When and where?
April 21, 2018

Holy Family Catholic High School
8101 Kochia Lane
Victoria, MN 55386

Did you know...
Georges Lemaitre was 
a 20th century priest 
and father of the Big 

Bang Theory. 
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Did you know...
Maria Agnesi was 
the first woman to 

become Professor of 
Mathematics at any 
university. She was 
appointed in 1750.

Nuts ‘n Bolts
Who can enter? Students attending a Catholic 
elementary school in the Archdiocese of Minneapolis and St. Paul. 
Students will compete in one of two age groups: grades 3-5 or 6-8. 
Each school can send up to three projects in each age group.

Process to enter: Each school that enters the competition 
will determine its own process for determining who will enter the 
competition on behalf of their school. Some schools may hold 
a science fair and other schools may use another method to 
determine their entries for the competition.

Partners: Groups of up to two students are allowed. 

Who can help? It is expected that these STEM competition 
projects are primarily the work of the student. They may ask 
parents, teachers, siblings, and friends for help, but the student 
should be the one in charge at all stages of the project. 
Projects designed by the teacher, primarily driven by parents, or 
performed by following a set of instructions in a kit ordered online 
are not appropriate for this STEM competition.
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Registration
When can I register? Schools must indicate interest in 
participating by November 1, 2017.  Final registration of student 
projects will begin in February 2018. 

How do I register? Your school will receive information on 
how you can register online.  

What about other science fairs? Some schools already 
hold their own science fairs and participate in the Twin Cities or 
Mankato science fairs. The Big Bang Catholic STEM competition is 
not affiliated with these fairs.  Schools are welcome to continue to 
participate in these other fairs and also participate in The Big Bang 
Catholic STEM competition. 

Can I bring my own electronic device? You can bring 
an electronic device if it aids in presenting your project. However, 
we strongly encourage you not to use the device to play games, 
check social media, or other personal use. Activities are planned 
throughout the day to keep you from getting bored. By bringing 
your device, you assume the risk of your device being lost or 
stolen. If you are concerned about that happening, it is best to 
leave the device at home.

Expectations

Did you know...
Louis Pasteur was a 

19th century Catholic 
who discovered 

germs. 
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Projects
What kind of projects can I do? Projects will be accepted 
from all types of science, technology, math, or engineering. 
Projects that involve human responses such as “Can people 
tell the difference between regular and low-fat versions of a 
product?” are also acceptable, though it is often very difficult to 
obtain a significant enough sample size to do such projects well.

What kind of projects are not allowed? Projects 
that involve use of hazardous substances or devices will not 
be allowed. (For example: prescription drugs, DEA-controlled 
substances or illegal drugs, alcohol, tobacco, firearms, explosives)

Projects involving experimentation on non-human vertebrate 
animals or potentially hazardous biological agents will not be 
allowed. Projects involving common, low-risk biological agents 
such as bread mold can be acceptable, though the samples 
should not be brought with to the science fair (use pictures 
instead).

Did you know...
Nicolaus Copernicus was 

a Catholic Renaisance-era 
scientist who formulated the 

model of the solar 
system with the sun at its 

center. 
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Projects, cont.
What should I bring to the STEM competition? 
Your display board. It must include:

- The title, student(s) name, abstract, question/problem 
statement, hypothesis (scientific method project only), 
procedure, data, conclusions, and bibliography. 
- Abstract: no more than half a page typed and included on 
the display board.
- Bibliography: must include at least three sources, including at 
least one source that is not a website. This should be displayed 
on display board, usually in bottom righthand corner. A 
specific format for the bibliography (i.e. APA or MLA) is not 
required. The information should be formatted in a way that is 
age-appropriate at your school.
- Display board should be neat, and parts can be neatly 
handwritten.

Your notebook. Ideally, entries should be dated and include a 
complete idea. Entries should be made throughout the project, 
not just while collecting data.

Please bring a table for your display. Electricity will not be 
provided.

Models or prototypes of the main idea are encouraged, but not 
required.

Finally, wear your school uniform! If your school does not have a 
uniform, wear Sunday best.

Did you know...
Gregor Mendel was 

an Augustinian monk 
in the 19th century 
and the father of 

genetics.
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Projects, cont.
What should I not bring to the fair? Liquids or living 
specimens - pictures only. Valuables, so as to not risk them being lost 
or stolen.

Will there be prizes? Absolutely! Prizes will be awarded for 
the top three overall projects in each age group, along with a 
number of smaller category prizes.

How will the winners be determined? Each project 
will be judged by three separate judges who will each give the 
project a total score out of 100 points (see the Judging Rubric). 
The three projects with the highest average score in each age 
group will receive the top three prizes. In the event of a tie, a 
separate group of judges will review the projects involved to 
select a winner. Projects will be sorted into categories after 
registration. The highest scoring project in each category will win 
an award.

Prizes!

Did you know...
Roger Bacon was a 

Franciscan friar who lived 
in the 13th Century. He is 

considered the originator of 
the scientific method. 
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Further questions?
Contact: Erin Lisle at CSTEMcompetition@comcast.net

Judging
How are judges selected? Each school is asked to 
contribute one judge for each category in which they enter 
projects (one judge if projects are entered only in Grades 3-5 or 
6-8; two judges if projects are entered in both age groups).

Did you know...
Wilhelm Roentgen was a 

20th Century Catholic who 
discovered X-rays. 
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Judging Rubric
Originality: 30 Points
● Project appears student initiated and driven
● Research idea is original / unique (i.e. not something you see      
     at every science fair)
● Research idea is relevant

Scientific Method OR Engineering Process: 40 Points
Scientific Method
● Hypothesis is clearly stated
● Method tested hypothesis
● All variables were held constant that could be reasonably held 
      constant
● Control group was included if applicable
● Enough trials were performed to be confident of results
● Variables were measured in as objective a way as possible
● Method was not biased for or against any variable(s)
Engineering Process
● Engineering goal or problem is clearly stated
● Initial prototype or method is described
● Student performed sufficient rounds of designing, testing, 
      adapting the design, testing again, etc…
● Robust set of tests were used to determine if goal is met or 
      problem solved
● Solution is economical

Did you know...
Abraham Ortelius was a 16th 

Century Catholic who created 
the first modern atlas and 

theorized on continental drift.
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Judging Rubric, cont.
Communication: 30 Points
● Display Board
 o Information is grammatically correct
 o Display is visually appealing
 o Display is well organized
● Project notebook is organized
● Project notebook includes regular, thorough entries throughout project
● Presentation
 o Student can give a good, 2-3 minutes summary of project
 o Student can describe project without reading from board
 o Student can answer judges questions knowledgeably
 o Student makes eye contact
 o Student maintains good posture
 o Student appears presentable (well dressed)

Did you know...
Noella Marcellino is an American 
Benedictine nun with a degree 

in microbiology. Her field of 
interests include fungi and 
the effects of decay and 

putrefaction. She is known as 
the Cheese Nun, because much 

of her research has benefited 
cheese making. 


